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ALA Annual Conference & Exhibition 
June 26 – June 29, 2015 
San Francisco 
Report by Robert Cunningham, Technical Services, Boston Public Library 
 

Executive Summary 
 

MARC is Dead. Bibframe rises like the Phoenix from the ashes of MARC: 

 

 
 

The Library of Congress will begin Bibframe cataloging in August. They will also produce MARC 

cataloging for the distribution service so as to not cut off the many catalogers who use MARC cataloging 

on a daily basis. The complete Bibframe training modules are available from LC: 

http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/bibframe/  

 

 
In 5 years all cataloging everywhere will be on Bibframe, not MARC, and all local system vendors will 

use Bibframe. OCLC will convert its entire catalog from MARC to Bibframe and all will be good in the 

world. 

 

Many new acronyms, words, and organizations were presented as if everyone knew what they meant. 

Some of these you may not know will be included in this report as they appeared at the conference. 

 

As you can see, I spent my conference concentrating on cataloging to see where libraries are heading in 

the near future. Other programs offered some variety as usual. 

 

Friday, June 26 – 8:30 a.m. Technical Services Directors of Large Research 
Libraries Interest Group (Big Heads) 
 

Big Heads consists of the following institutions:  

- ARL Research Libraries: Columbia University, Cornell University, Duke University, Harvard 

University, Indiana University, New York University, Ohio State University, Pennsylvania State 

University, Princeton University, University of Alberta, University of California at Berkeley, 

University of California  at Los Angeles, University of Chicago, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, University of Michigan, University of Minnesota, University of North Carolina at 

http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/bibframe/
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Chapel Hill, University of Pennsylvania, University of Texas at Austin, University of Toronto, 

University of Virginia, University of Washington, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Yale 

University 

- Non-ARL Research Library: Stanford University 

- National Libraries: Library of Congress, National Agricultural Library, National Library of 

Medicine 

- Public Libraries: Boston Public, New York Public 

 

I spoke with the chair of Big Heads, Jennifer L. Marill, National Library of Medicine, and was assured 

that the Boston Public Library still is a member and has a spot at the table. She was aware that Catherine 

Willis was about ready to retire. A representative from the BPL will have to be appointed. 

 

Many jobs were announced as available at member libraries. Most jobs had interesting or just plain weird 

titles like Metadata Evangelist, etc. 

 

Presentations: 

 

One: Technical Services Institutional Repositories (IRs or DRs), Andy Hart, University of South 

Carolina. 

- Endeca (http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/acquisitions/endeca/index.html) interface is the 

discovery layer to the IR. 

- Carolina Digital Repository (https://cdr.lib.unc.edu/) contains all of the cataloged digital material. 

- The future: no more monolithic catalogs. There are many more discovery layers for the public 

besides the “card catalog.”  

- “Metadata is a living thing.” 

- DRs are discoverable by Google, Yahoo, etc., the library catalog is not—until linked data. 

- How we do metadata will change within 5 years—it’s always changing. 

- Centralization of metadata content creation is important. 

 

Two: Library Management Systems, Beth ?, University of Maryland. 

- Kuali OLE (Open Library Environment) is their library management system. 

- Open source is important. 

- Kuali OLE offers hosted local systems because many libraries want to get the system off campus. 

- What IS the local system: we may need only patron information and call numbers. Everything 

else can be in the cloud. 

- The way of the web is distributed. 

- Mentioned: Fedora (https://en.wikipedia.org/?title=Fedora_%28operating_system%29), 

Backlight (http://projectblacklight.org/), and Hydra (http://projecthydra.org/). 

 

Three: Organization of Technical Services, Betsy Friesen, University of Minnesota. 

- Biggest change is to Linked Data and Bibframe. 

- Technical services placed in remote locations makes interrelationships with other library staff 

difficult. 

- Letting go of physical processing is the norm. 

 

Four: Linked Data, Phil ?, Stanford University. 

- LD4L = Linked Data for Libraries. “The project is a collaboration of the Cornell University 
Library, the Harvard Library Innovation Lab, and the Stanford University Libraries, and is funded 
by a nearly $1 million two-year grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.”--
https://www.ld4l.org/  

http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/acquisitions/endeca/index.html
https://cdr.lib.unc.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/?title=Fedora_%28operating_system%29
http://projectblacklight.org/
http://projecthydra.org/
https://www.ld4l.org/
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- EAD is fading in popularity. 

- All original cataloging is being done in Bibframe. 

- Copy cataloging is all done in acquisitions department. The only cataloging requirements are a 

subject heading and a call number. 

- Beginning in July, the Library of Congress will begin cataloging in Bibframe using the Bibframe 

editor (as well as continuing to catalog in MARC because of their distribution service). 

- Note: Bob Wolven noted that 75% of new records at Columbia University are digital. 

- “Identifiers” are the new “Authorities.” The authority file will change to a string of numbers to 

identify a person, place, or anything else. Linked data. 

- Words to live by: “Everybody loves a schema as long as it’s their own.” 

 

Five: 2CUL [too cool], Jim Harcourt and Kate LeBlanc. 

- “With the active support and encouragement of the university administrations, Columbia 

University Libraries (CUL) and Cornell University Library (CUL) are building a transformative, 

enduring partnership that will see a broad integration of resources, collections, services, and 

expertise between the two library systems. This partnership will be deep and lasting, taking 

advantage of a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.”-- https://www.2cul.org/node/17 

- Cooperation and collaboration are not easy and they are behind schedule but still proceeding. 

- Mentioned: 

- Polycom (Polycom is a multinational corporation that develops video, voice and content 

collaboration and communication technology-- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polycom) 

- Webex (“Cisco WebEx, formerly WebEx Communications Inc. is a company that provides 

on-demand collaboration, online meeting, web conferencing and videoconferencing 

applications. Its products include Meeting Center, Training Center, Event Center, Support 

Center, Sales Center, MeetMeNow, PCNow, WebEx AIM Pro Business Edition, WebEx 

WebOffice, and WebEx Connect. All WebEx products are part of the Cisco collaboration 

portfolio-- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebEx) 

- Skype (“Skype is a telecommunications application software product that specializes in 

providing video chat and voice calls from computers, tablets, and mobile devices via the 

Internet to other devices or telephones/smartphones-- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype) 

- MOU (Memorandum of Understanding). 

 

Six: Midwinter Agenda Items 

- IR and sharing 

- Future of physical processing 

- ACQ 

- Membership 

- Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Heads of Cataloging – Penn State 

- Betsy Friesen, University of Minnesota, will be the new vice chair. 

 

Friday, June 26 – 1:30 p.m. OCLC Symposium: Millennials in Transition 
 

Kim Lear, content director, generational expert, BridgeWorks, showed variation in each generation with 

the hope that librarians can relate. 

Watch the program: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARLbm5Qqz04&feature=youtu.be  

Mentioned as used by younger generations: 

- Rent the Runway (https://www.renttherunway.com/) Rent the Runway is an online service that 

provides designer dress and accessory rentals. 

- Airbnb (https://www.airbnb.com/) Airbnb is a website for people to rent out lodging. [Sounds 

like Uber for hotels.] 

https://www.2cul.org/node/17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polycom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebEx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARLbm5Qqz04&feature=youtu.be
https://www.renttherunway.com/
https://www.airbnb.com/)
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- Google Groups (https://groups.google.com/ ) Google Groups is a service from Google Inc. that 

provides discussion groups for people sharing common interests. 

Word of the session: “satisficing,” “a decision-making strategy or cognitive heuristic that entails 
searching through the available alternatives until an acceptability threshold is met”—Wikipedia. 
[Clear?] 

 

Friday, June 26 – 4:00 p.m. Opening General Session – Featuring: Roberta A. 
Kaplan 
 

Roberta Kaplan spoke about her experience as a lawyer before the Supreme Court defending the repeal of 

the Defense of Marriage Act. 

Nancy Pelosi popped in to present one of many awards that ALA presented throughout the conference. 

 

Saturday, June 27 – 8:30 a.m. If You Publish Linked Data, Will They Come 
 

 
Amber Billey and Allison Joy O’Dell, University of Vermont: RBMS Vocabularies as Linked Data. 

Linked data allows for serendipitous discovery. W3C has published “Best Practices for Publishing Linked 

Data.” 

Word of the session: “automagically” “Something that happens automatically, but that also has some 

mysterious, "magical" element to it. "Smart" appliances, features, etc., that do intelligent things with less 

help than you might expect”—Urban Dictionary. 

 

Barbara Bushman, NLM: MESH in RDF. 

 
Lots of words: scalable, sustainable, SPARQL, disambiguate, Tweets, and Twitter. 

 

Nate Trail, Linked Data Coordinator, Library of Congress 

URIs: “In computing, a uniform resource identifier (URI) is a string of characters used to identify a name 

of a resource”--Wikipedia. Linked data is based on URIs. 

Web and words: Id.loc.gov, Bibframe.org, LD4P (Linked data for production), and SPARQL again. 

 

Roy Tennant, OCLC. 

https://groups.google.com/
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Linked data will move catalogs internationally. 

 

Saturday, June 27 – 10:30 a.m. RDA Forum: Engaging with RDA—the Way Forward 
 

Gordon Dunsire. RDA is becoming more international with translations in German, Finnish, etc. Music 

has an RDA working group for linked data.  

Mentioned: 

- FRBR Library Reference Model = FRBR-LRM 

- FRBRoo (http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html) “The FRBRoo ("FRBR-object oriented") 

initiative is a joint effort of the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model and Functional 

Requirements for Bibliographic Records international working groups to establish "a formal 

ontology intended to capture and represent the underlying semantics of bibliographic information 

and to facilitate the integration, mediation, and interchange of bibliographic and museum 

information"—Wikipedia. 

- RIMMF (http://www.marcofquality.com/wiki/rimmf) RIMMF stands for "RDA in Many 

Metadata Formats". It is a tool for creating and editing data compliant with RDA. 

- Janeathon (http://www.rdatoolkit.org/janeathon) “Drawing on the hackathon model of bringing 

people together to explore new ideas by setting them to task equipped only with software and 

their collective gumption and enthusiasm, ALA Publishing and the RDA Development Team 

announce the first ever event designed to catalog Jane Austen resources with software specifically 

designed to use RDA: Resource Description and Access”—RDA Toolkit. 

- GitHub (https://github.com/) “GitHub is a web-based Git repository hosting service, which offers 

all of the distributed revision control and source code management (SCM) functionality of Git as 

well as adding its own features”—Wikipedia. 

 

James Hennelly, managing editor of the RDA Toolkit 

Music Library Association Best Practices are now fully integrated into the Toolkit. 

Mentioned: 

- RDA Registry (http://www.rdaregistry.info/) “The RDA Registry contains linked data and 

Semantic Web representations of the elements and relationship designators approved by the Joint 

Steering Committee on Development of RDA (JSC)”—RDA Registry. In other words it contains 

WEMI (Works, Expressions, Manifestation, and Item) 

- Drupal (https://www.drupal.org/) Drupal is a free and open-source content-management 

framework written in PHP and distributed under the GNU General Public License.
 
It is used as a 

back-end framework for at least 2.1% of all Web sites worldwide ranging from personal blogs to 

corporate, political, and government sites including WhiteHouse.gov and data.gov.uk. It is also 

used for knowledge management and business collaboration”—Wikipedia.  

- RDA Essentials (2016) will be the equivalent to Concise AACR2.  

 

Saturday, June 27 – 1:00 p.m. Data Clean-Up: Let’s Not Sweep it Under the Rug 
 
Kyle Banerjee, Digital Collections and Metadata Librarian, Oregon Health and Science University 
When in doubt call and consult a programmer. Do not be shy. 

Mentioned: 

- OpenRefine (formerly Google Refine) is a powerful tool for working with messy data: cleaning 

it; transforming it from one format into another; extending it with web services; and linking it to 

databases like Freebase”--http://openrefine.org/ 

 

Amy Rudersdorf, Assistant Director for Content, Digital Public Library of America 

Mentioned: 

http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html
http://www.marcofquality.com/wiki/rimmf
http://www.rdatoolkit.org/janeathon
http://www.rdatoolkit.org/blog/7752
https://github.com/
http://www.rdaregistry.info/
https://www.drupal.org/
http://openrefine.org/
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- “CC0 enables scientists, educators, artists and other creators and owners of copyright- or 

database-protected content to waive those interests in their works and thereby place them as 

completely as possible in the public domain, so that others may freely build upon, enhance and 

reuse the works for any purposes without restriction under copyright or database law”-- 

https://creativecommons.org/about/cc0 Metadata is open, not copyrighted. 

- “JSON-LD (JavaScript Object Notation for Linking Data) is a lightweight Linked Data format 

that gives your data context”-- https://www.w3.org/community/json-ld/  

- “Granularity” 

- Bing – has geographic coordinates, unlike Google. 

- Hydra 

- Hydra in a Box (easy Hydra) “The Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), 

Stanford University, and the DuraSpace organization are pleased to announce that their joint 

initiative has been awarded a $2M National Leadership Grant from the Institute of Museum 

and Library Services (IMLS). Nicknamed Hydra-in-a-Box, the project aims foster a new, 

national, library network through a community-based repository system, enabling discovery, 

interoperability and reuse of digital resources by people from this country and around the 

world”—DPLA website. 
- Europeana = the European DPLA 

 

The Ohio State University. 

Automated data cleanup: 

- MarkEdit (RDA helper converts from AACR2) 

- MARC/Perl (“MARC/Perl is a Perl 5 library for reading, manipulating, outputting and converting 

bibliographic records in the MARC format”) 

- PyMARC (“This is a Python class for parsing and producing MARC data. It reads and writes 

both MARC21 format records and records in a mnemonic format very similar to that used 

by Terry Reese's MarcEdit”) 

- OpenRefine (See above) 

Saturday, June 27 – 3:00 p.m. MARC Formats Transition Interest Group 
 

Roy Tennant, OCLC 

Roy spoke of “ground truthing” and “accreted changes.” 

- Ground truth: “Ground truth is a term used in various fields to refer to the absolute truth of 

something.” 

- Accretion: “the process of growth or increase, typically by the gradual accumulation of additional 

layers or matter.” 

 

Terry Reese, developer of MarcEdit, The Ohio State University 

MarcEdit is linked data tools for catalogers.  

Mentioned: 

- MarcEdit's MARCNext Toolset and the MarcEdit LibHub plugin. 

- BibFrame Testbed 

- JSON (See above) 

- Link identifiers 

- SPARQL 

- $o important in the MARC [old fashioned] format to code linking URIs 

 

Carl Stahmer, University of California, Davis 

BIBFLOW is a project of UC Davis and Zepheira: workflow for catalogers for linked data. 

https://creativecommons.org/about/cc0
https://www.w3.org/community/json-ld/
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Kuali OLE (See above) is also used. 

In the future (Bibframe) catalogs will use unique identifies and not authority files. 

 

Michelle Jeske, Denver Public Library 

Libhub initiative: a group of libraries from Colorado and Canada are working on conversion of MARC to 

Bibframe. 

 

Saturday, June 27 – 4:30 p.m. Faceted Subject Access Interest Group 
 

Some libraries are using FAST headings rather than LCSH. Others of us are wondering when LC will 

eliminate LCSH and will FAST replace it? 

OCLC says FAST is better than LCSH because it is: 

- simple to learn and apply 

- faceted-navigation-friendly 

- modern in its design (e.g., useable in a linked data environment)  

 

Presentations included:  

 

“Speeding up Archival Description with FAST,” Mackenzie Brooks, Washington and Lee University. 

FAST headings are easier [with less specificity] than LCSH.  

 

“Never the Time and the Place and the Topic All Together!” [Browning]: conceptualizing and Creating 

Chronological, Event, and Geographic Faceted Headings in an Archival-Management System, Catherine 

Oliver, Northern Michigan University. 

 

Implementing FAST in an Institutional Repository, Brian Luna Lucero & Melanie Wacker, Columbia 

University 

Columbia is converting ProQuest heading to FAST. 

 

FAST Headings in the UNLV Libraries Catalog: A Laissez-Faire Approach!, Carol Ou and Marilyn Vent, 

U. of Nevada, las Vegas.  

 

Diane Vizine-Goetz, OCLC update. 

 

Sunday, June 28 – 8:30 a.m. Is Technical Services Dead? Designing Our Future 
Amy Weiss, Florida State 

Answer to question: Maybe or kinda. Art history is the last group to want e-materials; they still want 

books. 

 

Julie Moore, Fresno State 

OLAC member. Rare Book School is a great experience. Check out the RIMMF (See above) workshops 

with Deborah Fritz’s “Marc of Quality.” Her goal is to get your library data into the semantic web 

through RDA and Bibframe. 

 

Alyssa Gould, University of Michigan Law School 

“Schemas” and “interoperability” 

 

Erin Boyd, Irving (TX) Public Library spoke on advocacy. 

 

Sunday, June 28 – 10:30 a.m. Library of Congress BIBFRAME Update Forum 
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Sally McCallum, LC, addresses Bibframe vocabulary. In preparation for cataloging in Bibframe, LC has 

converted 9 million MARC records to Bibframe so that catalogers have a reference database as they begin 

to catalog in Bibframe this month. Bibframe has Works and Instances, not WEMI, Works, Expression, 

Manifestation, Items [good riddance]. 

 

Beacher Wiggins, LC, outlined the Bibframe timeline at LC. The pilot project begins in July 2015 and 

ends in 2 years. Everyone will be using Bibframe in 5 years. MARC will continue in parallel for 5 years. 

 

Georgia Fugikawa, Innovative Interfaces, supplier of Polaris, the BPL local system, said that we must 

realize the promise of the semantic web. Mentioned LibHub, Zepheira, and SkyRiver (purchased by 

Innovative Interfaces).  

 

Ido Peled, ExLibris, said that they will be ready with an upgrade to their local system to accommodate 

Bibframe. 

 

Dan Specht, Atals, said that they will be ready with an upgrade to their products to accommodate 

Bibframe. 

 

Sheridan Richey, SirsiDynix, said they will also be ready for “the biggest change since the digitization of 

the card catalog.” 

 

Roy Tennant, OCLC, said that OCLC will convert all OCLC MARC records to Bibframe “when 

Bibframe is here. 

 

Eric Miller, Zepheira [formerly of OCLC], said, yet again, that libraries will be connecting their currently 

invisible catalog data to the web with linked data. “schema.org” “LibHub: Leading, learning, linking.” 

 

Sunday, June 28 – 1:00 p.m. CaMMS Forum: Bibframe Experimentation 
 

Joseph Kiegel, University of Washington. 

Mentioned: 

- LC GitHub 

- RDA Core 

- RDA/RDF 

- Triplestore: “A triplestore is a purpose-built database for the storage and retrieval of triples 

through semantic queries. A triple is a data entity composed of subject-predicate-object, like "Bob 

is 35" or "Bob knows Fred"—Wikipedia. 

 

Nancy Fallgren, National Library of Medicine, described her partners in Bibframe Lite: U.C. Davis and 

George Washington University. 

Bibframe records are not “items;” they are collections of related data. 

Mentioned: 

- RDA/RDF 

- NLMCAMMS (National Library of Medicine Cataloging and Metadata Management Section) 

- BIBFLOW cataloging module 

- Zepheira 

- GitHub 

- Mashup 
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- ORCID: “ORCID is an open, non-profit, community-based effort to provide a registry of unique 

researcher identifiers and a transparent method of linking research activities and outputs to these 

identifiers.” 

- Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names Online 

- ISNI: “The mission of the ISNI International Authority (ISNI-IA) is to assign to the pubcli 

name(s) of a researcher, inventor, writer, artist, performer, publisher, etc. a persistent unique 

identifying number in order to resolve the problem of name ambiguity in search and discovery; 

and diffuse each assigned ISNI across all repertoires in the global supply chain so that every 

published work can be unambiguously attributed to its creator wherever that work is described.” 

 
Sunday, June 28 – 3:00 p.m. ALA Presidents Program featuring Sarah Lewis 
 

This program began with many awards given to distinguished libraries and librarians. The most notable 

award went to the librarians at the Ferguson, Missouri, Public Library that stayed open during the riots 

and served as a place of peace and security in troubled times. 

 

Sarah Lewis wrote: The rise: creativity, the gift of failure, and the search for mastery. 823 libraries (but 

not the BPL) own this book. She is also a Harvard professor. It was a speech about private domains. But 

unlike me, she pronounces the “t” in “often,” according to some, a sign of overeducatedness or living in 

the 15
th
 century. Sorry, I couldn’t resist. 

 

Sunday, June 28 – 4:30 p.m. PCC Participants Meeting 
 

I’m not a participant but I went anyway to see if I could discover why the PCC make so many mistakes 

that cannot be corrected in OCLC music records. No luck there. As often as I attend these meetings the 

answer never comes. 

 

Violetta (I arrived too late to hear her last name.) spoke about “RDF for VIVO from CSV to REF via 

Karma.” (CSV = Comma separated values file). As you see we have moved far beyond discussing the ins 

and outs of subfield c in field 245. Also: N-Triples, “Symplectic elements,” and again URIs. 

 

Stephen Folsom, Cornell, spoke about “All the reasons to be a fan of PCC’s strategic Directions 2015-

2017.” More lingo: LD4L, Janeathon, mo (music performances), favio, foaf, madsrdf, VIVO, 

MusicBrainz, and again URIs. MARC is expanding to be more ready for linked data. 

 

Monday, June 29 – 8:30 a.m. Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access II 
Unfortunately Gordon Densmore began to give a repeat performance of his earlier talk so I had to leave 

without getting any information from the famous CC:DA. 

 

Monday, June 29 – 10:00 a.m. Stonewall Book Awards 
The awards have been given since 1971 at ALA annual. Many of the award winners were not present 

since it’s not quite as good as the Academy Awards. The 3 top awards were: Non-fiction: Living Out 

Islam: Voices of Gay, Lesbian, and Transgender Muslims / Scott Siraj al-Haqq Kugle – Literature: 

Prelude to Bruise / Saeed Jones – Children’s & Young Adult: This Day in June / Gayle E. Pitman. The 

BPL owns numbers 2 and 3, but not number 1, Living Out Islam. 

 

Monday, June 29 – 1:30 p.m. Library of the Future – Learning with Google’s Daniel 
Russell 
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Daniel works for Google as Über Tech Lead; Search Quality & User Happiness. His complete talk is at 

http://bit.ly/Dan-ALA-2015 

Dan is the seacher’s searcher. He showed many features of Google beyond the simple search box. First 

suggestion: teach the use of “control f.” He is amazed at how many people don’t know how to search 

within a document.  

- He suggested learning how to distinguish spoof sites from real. Check out a spoof: Pacific 

Northwest Tree Octopus. 

- Vampire journals publish anything. Beware. 

- Google alternative: Duckduckgo: the search engine that doesn’t track you. 

- Book suggestions: Metaliteracy : reinventing information literacy to empower learners / Thomas 

P. Mackey and Trudi E. Jacobson. Chicago : ALA Neal-Schuman, an imprint of the American 

Library Association, 2014. Not yet at the BPL. 

- Conservapedia vs Wikipedia: they look alike but the difference in facts is astounding. Which site 

says this?: “The global warming theory is the liberal hoax that the world is becoming dangerously 

warmer due to the emission of greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous 

oxide.” Be aware of your sources. 

- Google Fusion Tables 

- Google Voice Search: audio translation with an app now from Google, formerly Word Lens. 

Point your phone at a foreign language sign and read it in English. Amazing. 

- Try a MOOC on “Power Searching with Google.com.” 

- Try a Google power searching class: http://www.powersearchingwithgoogle.com/  

 

Besides all of the above I managed to have dinner with my niece, Jylynne, and see performances of the 

San Francisco Symphony and the San Francisco Opera. 

 

I met many librarians from Boston, LC, Harvard, MIT, NELINET, OCLC, Massachusetts, and elsewhere. 

It’s always a conference to get your enthusiasm back for work as a librarian.  

http://bit.ly/Dan-ALA-2015
http://www.powersearchingwithgoogle.com/

